W in continuous operation.
cations in mixed-mode VLSI such as a chip for auditory localization [10] , a hybrid VLSI address-event coded speech processing system [11] , and an autocorrelation chip for periodogram analysis [12] . A correlation-based architecture for isolated spoken digit recognition is presented in [13] . While off-the-shelf digital signal procesing (DSP) solutions prevail as the method of choice in the majority of applications, there are applications where extreme low-power operation offered by dedicated VLSI solutions is a necessity, such as hearing aids and implantable biomedical devices [14] .
The processor described here is programmed to recognize a particular acoustic transient by performing time-frequency domain template correlation. Relatively short transients (100 ms) can be detected with simple correlation without the need for dynamic time alignment or hidden Markov state decoding [16] . The processor can serve as an acoustic signature detector, or can detect the onset of a longer acoustic event to trigger activation of a more sophisticated (DSP) processor, idle in lowpower standby mode. Arrays of template processors can be integrated on a larger die as a frontend to a speech recognition system.
II. TEMPLATE CORRELATION
The algorithm for acoustic transient classification on which the correlator is based is described in [17] and [18] , demonstrating effective classification on a test set containing prerecorded examples of ten different transient sounds [19] . In its baseline form, the template correlation can be written (1) where (for acoustic tasks) is the number of frequency channels of the input, is the maximum number of time bins in the window, is the array of time-sampled input signals split into frequency bands, is the matrix of template pattern values for pattern , and is the current time. This describes a running correlation of the input array with the template . A signal may be classified as belonging to class when the output exceeds a threshold, or by evaluating some function of the vector of outputs over all classes. The topic of how to determine the optimal template for each class is beyond the scope of this paper, but examples may be found in [13] and [17] .
The input vector to the correlator is the output of a frontend system producing a measure of short-term energy across a bank of bandpass filters spanning the audio range. Micropower systems such as cochlear models [22] are 0018-9200/99$10.00 © 1999 IEEE appropriate to the task, although a current-domain approach using log-domain filters [20] , [21] is better suited to the current-mode correlator described here. The frontend system performs spectral decomposition of the input, followed by rectification and smoothing to obtain an energy envelope for each band. The final stage of the frontend system involves normalization across all bands using the L-1 normalization function (2) where is a threshold (auxiliary constant input) introduced to suppress noise at the output during quiet intervals in the input. Spectral decomposition, rectification, smoothing, and normalization are all performed on a separate chip in the present implementation. The output of one filterbank system can be used as the input to several template processors.
The hardware complexity of the correlator is determined by the multiply-accumulate function performed at each template value. We have established that the correlation can be reduced to multiplication of an analog input with a binary template with no major degradation in classification performance [17] . The key to the simplification is a differential encoding of the analog inputs, much like single-bit delta modulation encoding of analog signals. In particular, an input in differential form (3) and the corresponding template values also in differential form but additionally thresholded sign (4) sign (5) are correlated in analog-binary form (6) Although may be bipolar ( 1), the use of L-1 normalization (2) allows to be binary format without affecting classification performance. Representing templates as binary values stored locally in RAM greatly reduces the circuit complexity. In addition, simple transformation of variables allows the differential encoding at the input to be transferred to a differencing operation at the output. Equation (6) expands to (7) where (8) (9) The advantage of performing differencing at the correlation output , and not at the level of the inputs or correlation products, is additional simplification of the hardware, allowing analog inputs to be strictly nonnegative and eliminating differencing circuitry from the array. The combined simplifications result in a design in which each correlator cell performs a multiply-and-accumulate operation on a positive-valued analog input and a binary template, with straightforward implementation in analog VLSI.
In [17] , the differential encoding was implemented with correlation performed on the time derivative of the input pattern, transforming time-frequency domain features to accentuate transients. That is (10) (11) with corresponding template values (12) (13) This leads to an especially efficient implementation since (14) An alternate correlation results from computing pairwise channel differences rather than time differences, accentuating spectral features of the input (15) (16) Combinations of time and frequency differential encoding are also possible. Effectiveness of the encoding depends on the nature of the input and is determined through simulations of a classification task. Hardware architectures for these alternate encodings are very similar to the time-differential architecture presented here. Fig. 1 shows the system as described by (3)- (14), where each template value is a single bit controlling a switch (multiplexer) which adds either zero or the unidirectional current input to the column sum. The summed current is accumulated over time, with the difference between successive samples taken at the output.
III. MIXED-SIGNAL VLSI IMPLEMENTATION
All correlation multiply-accumulate operations are performed in current mode in parallel across the array of template cells. In the correlator array shown in Fig. 2 , each template cell is implemented with an SRAM storage element which contributes to the column sum by switching the mirrored channel input onto a shared wire. Each array position in the template is individually addressable to allow simple chip-in-the-loop learning under computer control. The currents represent the channel inputs , presented either as a mirrored input current or directly by the gate voltage, selected by . Multiple templates are used in a master-slave configuration in which one template correlator takes current inputs from the frontend filterbank and generates voltages to be used as inputs by the remaining template correlators in the system. Fanout is large due to the small currents and long time periods involved.
A bucket brigade device (BBD) [14] , shown at the bottom of Fig. 2 , performs the time shift and accumulate operations. The BBD uses double-poly capacitors and thus does not suffer the significant loss of charge due to dark currents seen in charge-coupled devices (CCD's) over the relatively long integration times of up to several milliseconds needed for acoustic transients.
In our bucket brigade accumulator, values are accumulated by integrating the summed current from each column of the correlator array off of the bucket brigade capacitor. The integration occurs over a short, constant time determined by the pulse (Fig. 2) . Since the input currents vary slowly with respect to the pulse width of , the integration of current closely approximates a current-to-voltage conversion. The current-conveyor driver circuits ensure a quick response to the pulse even for very low-level input currents. The voltage values in the BBD are shifted with a two-phase nonoverlapping clock ( , ). A constant voltage bias improves the charge transfer efficiency (CTE) of the BBD device [15] . The bucket brigade is fully pipelined, yielding one full correlation at every time step. The switched-capacitor circuit shown in Fig. 2 performs time differencing of the output of the bucket brigade. The output is measured relative to the voltage , and scaled by the ratio . The system output is valid between the and Reset clocks. We designed and fabricated a chip containing a single template correlator in a 2.2-mm die, the characteristics of which are given in Table I . Fig. 3 is a photograph of the chip.
IV. SYSTEM RESPONSE CHARACTERIZATION
To characterize performance of the transient acoustic classifier, we first measured the response characteristics of the correlator accounting for nonidealities in the correlator array and the bucket brigade. The results are represented in Figs. 4-6 .
The current-to-voltage conversion on the bucket brigade through a single element in the array is shown in Fig. 4 . The slight nonlinearity in the response at the output is due partly to residual current switching transients in the current conveyor during the pulse. Fig. 5 records the impulse response of one channel of cells in the correlator, illustrating the charge transfer efficiency (CTE) of the bucket brigade device. A fixed current input of 1 A is integrated onto one of the 64 taps in the BBD over a fixed duration (width of the pulse) of 3.4 s, then relayed to the output. We repeat the measurement for each of 64 BBD taps. The randomly distributed variation in outputs (14.5%) is typical for device mismatch in the MOS transistors which mirror the input current onto the bucket brigade capacitor (see Fig. 2 ). The measured CTE of 99.7% is normal for a BBD although less than what can be achieved with a buried-channel CCD. Charge transfer inefficiency affects all inputs and all templates in the same manner; the principle effect is to increase the relative weight of acoustic events temporally far away from the transient onset, which are more susceptible to temporal skew. The distributed nature of the correlation ameliorates this effect. In simulation, classification accuracy degrades almost linearly with decreasing charge transfer efficiency, and is indistinguishable from the ideal case (91.44% correct classification on our transient test set) for the measured CTE.
The peak impulse response over all channels yields an indirect measurement of transistor current mismatch across the template array, shown in Fig. 6 for an input amplitude of 3 A. Systematic offsets exist in both channel number and time bin, following typical spatial patterns of mismatch as reported in [23] . While mismatch varies significantly with current level, by nature the correlation computation is a distributed process in which individual element mismatch is relatively unimportant. Furthermore, adaptive schemes for template formation are capable of removing residual effects of component mismatch.
V. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS
We tested the transient correlator system using an experimental setup which allows us to evaluate the correlator independently of the frontend system. We have also designed and fabricated an analog current-mode frontend filterbank chip [20] , [21] which interfaces directly to multiple correlators, that is able to take analog acoustic data directly from a microphone or other source.
Among the tests we performed was to take a template for a prerecorded acoustic transient from our simulation program, download it to the chip, then compare its output to that of the simulation program, where both are given the same input. We used two different transients for the input, one corresponding to the template class and the other a different class example. Fig. 7 shows both measured and simulated output of the correlation between the template for "can" and a "can" sound and a "finger snap" sound as input. Residual error is systematic and can be traced to the nonlinearity in the current-to-voltage conversion (Fig. 4) .
Total power dissipation of the acoustic transient processor depends primarily on the static dissipation of the amplifiers in the switched-capacitor circuit and the bias current in the current conveyors driving the bucket brigade inputs. At minimal values of these biases allowing correct system operation ( V and amplifier bias 0.6 V), average power dissipation is 30 W with a peak dissipation of approximately 50 W during the onset of a transient input.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have designed and fabricated a chip in standard CMOS technology intended for use as a classifier of transient (shortterm) acoustic signals using template correlation. The chip uses analog current-mode circuits to produce the running correlation between an input signal, spectrally decomposed by a filterbank frontend into an array of normalized energy envelopes, and a stored template of binary values. The input is differentially encoded for robust classification using binaryvalued templates. The use of binary template values reduces the correlation computation to one-quadrant multiplication, effectively implemented by current switching. The core cell of only eight transistors contains the SRAM template storage and performs the multiply-and-accumulate operation. A BBD performs time shift-and-accumulate operations over cycle times of several milliseconds.
Test results show that the chip output voltage closely follows predicted values from simulations. The chip can be used to classify acoustic transient events quickly, accurately, and with a high degree of robustness due to a parallel, pipelined architecture. The power consumption of 30 W per template is significantly lower than that for a DSP or microprocessor performing the same computation, and the layout area of 700 m 1170 m per template allows a high integration density. The efficiency is obtained by combining an analog input with mixed-mode processing and integrated digital template storage.
Applications for the acoustic transient processor include acoustic signature detection, frontend processing to speech recognition systems, and a low-power continuously operating monitor used to trigger a DSP system on standby.
